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Stephen Marshakâ€™s bestselling text and media make geology easy for students to

understand.Essentials of Geology, Fifth Edition, integrates Marshakâ€™s popular and proven text

approach with exciting new media and assessment resources that guide students to a clearer

understanding of the course material. Marshak has personally applied his expertise, with an

emphasis on the visuals, to this robust suite of videos, animations and simulations, art, and

interactive assessment questions that get students seeing and engaging with geologic concepts as

a geologist would.
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Stephen Marshak is professor of geology at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, where he

is also the director of the School of Earth, Society, and Environment. He holds an A.B. from Cornell

University, an M.S. from the University of Arizona, and a Ph.D. from Columbia University. Steve's

research interests lie in structural geology and tectonics. This work has taken him into the field on a

number of continents. Steve loves teaching and has won his college's and university's highest

teaching awards. In addition to research papers and Earth Science, Steve has also authored Earth:

Portrait of a Planet, Essentials of Geology, and has co-authored the Laboratory Manual for

Introductory Geology, Earth Structure: An Introduction to Structural Geology and Tectonics, and

Basic Methods of Structural Geology.

This is an excellent and easy-to-read introduction to geology. The illustrations and diagrams are

outstanding, and almost every concept discussed in the text is fully illustrated. Sometimes the



explanations were a little vague or terms were used before being defined, but compensating for that

are a very good glossary and index. The discussions of plate tectonics and rock formation are

especially good.

A great way to save money for college. I would do this again in a heartbeat. Unfortunately not many

books my son needs are available.

On the kindle version of the book, there is missing text on the introduction pages of each chapter.

the description of the book initially states you can "Highlight, take notes, and search in the book".

This statement is false and should be removed to stop misleading people.

Needed this book for a class. Condition was great - better than I expected. It shipped very quickly

also.

Great textbook. Very easy to understand. Clear diagrams for visualization of harder concepts.

I thought I was renting this used textbook and it turns out I purchased it! No problem but I didn't

even use the book for my class nor did it go along with each section we were learning, it was

divided up strangely.

Got me through class, and well worth actually reading.

Very poor quality. Sharpie used throughout the book that made words not legible. Returning book.
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